3. **What services are currently offered (but not sanctioned) at CSU?**

- Collegian online classifieds—lots of tutors put their profiles up (HL)
- “RamTutor” is a web service that puts students in contact with potential tutors. It appears unregulated and in no way affiliated with the university aside from the fact that CSU students might participate as both tutors and tutees. (KS)
- I have hired a lot of tutors that before they started working as a formal tutor for our program said that they informally helped friends in courses. I believe that the honor society tutoring and department listings are sanctioned by CSU. (CG)
- I do see a good number of people posting notices on boards offering tutoring services for pay. I know that my students take advantage of these. I'd prefer to see us have a stable of approved and supported tutors that we could provide instead. (BJ)
- TopGradeTutoring.com (out of Loveland)